Sally Walker spent 40 years of her life volunteering for wildlife conservation and better zoo management; most of that time living in India and working selflessly for the cause.

She initiated and established several key actions and contributed immensely to the objectives of conservation. In honour of her innumerable and tremendous service to zoos, wildlife, India, South Asia, and the world, we announce the Sally Walker Conservation Fund at Zoo Outreach Organization to continue key areas of her interest.

We seek your support and contribution to keep her dreams alive and to continue the long-standing commitments she made for the cause of wildlife conservation and zoos.

Here are the key areas where your financial contributions will impact:

**In situ & ex situ**
1. The **Sally Walker Lifetime Award for Conservation** (in situ &/or ex situ).
2. The Sally Walker Training Programme in Conservation Biology and Application.
3. Communicating Science for Conservation through Zoo’s Print and through innovative education programs.

**Ex situ**
1. Recognize zoos in South Asia that excel in zoo education.
2. Support zoos in India through active training and exposure tours to zoo personnel.
3. Plan and support long-term conservation breeding programmes in South Asian Zoos.

**In situ**
1. Promote Conservation Engineering for building holistic conservation efforts.